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Tools
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allen key 5/32
Screw driver
Adjustable Wrench
½ inch Tape 3M #893
Scissors
Pair of hands

Frame & cover
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Before Framing your boat
•This page is only for customers who purchased a
frame and cover that accommodates the mast
being in place. Please read the following.
•Make sure all running rigging is run along side
standing rigging (halyards, lazy jacks, exc…).
Remove the topping lift and lay boom on cabin
until frame is completed. PLEASE leave forward
end of boom attached to the mast. Extend the
topping lift with rope and tie it along the back stay
to the turnbuckle or swage fitting.

•If your boot is equipped with a Vang, compress
the Vang until boom is at it’s lowest point or
enough so frame can clear boom.
•Make sure all grills and outboard motors are
removed. Antennas can be swung inboard enough
to be under the frame. Removing the Fiberglass
whips are recommended to avoid breakage.
• After installing your frame you can now hang
the boom from the center ridge.
10/25/2012
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In water Installation only
•

Running lines under the boat

•

Lines are set up in pairs, one set every 10 feet of boat
length. Two 35 ft. lengths of rope tied together at the ends
will accommodate most boats.
Run your lines under the boat by having one person stand
on the boat and another on the dock. Starting at the bow,
have one person hold one end of the pair of lines. After
letting the line start to sink a bit at the bow, slowly walk
the lines aft till you are about ten feet from the stern. Pull
the excess line up and tie the ends off to the life lines.
Continue with the next set about ten feet forward of the
stern set, with the last set ending up about ten feet aft of
the bow.
These lines will be tied to the cover from the lifeline on the
opposite side of the boat in a criss-cross fashion to prevent
cover shifting in high winds. (see fig.1)

•

•

bowline

Bottom view

For in water storage

Fig.1

keel

rudder

Up under cover to
Lifelines.

Each line runs from the cover, under the boat and up to the opposite
lifeline for easy adjustment from inside cover. Tie down line should be
10/25/2012 bowlined through the grommets on the cover at each position
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Frame pieces

•Ridge section

•castings

•coupling
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•Vinyl chafe
protector

•Reinforcement
insert
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Installing your frame
•

•

Start by attaching the first ridge section ( castings marked number
1) to the center of the bow rail by tightly wrapping it in a figure 8
fashion with the fiberglass tape. (see fig.2) If bow rail is split use
Tee-bar included (see fig. 2a). Now, insert the number one legs into
the number one castings on the ridge section.(see fig.3 and 4)
Always set the ridge sections with the coupling and insert facing aft,
also the screws on the coupling facing down to prevent chafe in the
cover.
Standard
Bow rail

Leg outside life line

Split
bow rail / with
tee bar

Fig.2

Fig. 2a
Tape strut to leg.

Fig.4

Tie in a triangle fashion, if there is not
Fig.3
something to tie to below the #1 castings.
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•Legs are placed over the life
lines and the bottom of the
leg (w/the crutch tip)is set
inside the toe rail on the
deck. See fig. 3 & 4
•Important not to extend the
first ridge forward more than
a crutch tip length. See fig. 2 7

Installing your frame cont.

•Always tape the bend of the legs to the lifeline to hold it in
place while assembling.
•Next insert the second and
third ridge section. The “U”
shaped mast dip is usually in
the third ridge section and
allows the ridge to get around
the mast.(see fig.5) Now, insert
the number two legs into the
number two castings on the
ridge. We can now install two
more ridges and insert the
Fig.5
number three legs into the
Mast dip
number three castings on the
ridge section. Then install the
the rest of the ridges and skip
to the last set of legs. The last
set of legs (or gable set) will
normally set inside the corners
of the stern rail. Tie this set of
legs to the stern pulpit. Now
you can insert the remaining
legs.
•If your frame is equipped with
struts, install them now by
sliding the clamp down the leg
until the bottom of the strut is
tight against the toe rail. Then
tighten the clamp.(see fig.6)
10/25/2012
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Fig.6
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Installing wood furring strips
•Start by taping one strip of
wood on the outside of the bow
pulpit.(see fig.5b) Then run it
aft. along the outside of the
bend of the legs Attach the
wood to each leg bend by tightly
strapping in a figure 8 method
with the ½ fiberglass tape.
( See fig 5a)
•Similarly, attach a strip of wood
to the stern pulpit and run it
forward along the outside of the
bend of the legs.
•Now fill the gap using another
section of wood and overlapping
the fore and aft strips. Use a full
piece if needed to get a good
over lap.(1-2 feet min)
•Now half way between the rail
(you just installed) and the
ridge, install a second run of
wood starting at the #1 legs and
ending at the last set of legs. It
should take 2 sections of wood
to do this. Overlap them in the
center to make them fit.
10/25/2012

leg

Fig. 5a
Tape to pulpit
Upper faring strip
Tape to #1 legs

Fig. 5b
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Completed frame
Tie last set of castings
to stern railing.

#1 legs
Tape

#3 legs
#2 legs

#5 legs
#4 legs

#7 legs
#6 legs

Fig. 7

•Before installing the cover make sure that the set screws in the
castings are tight and all joints are taped.
•Be sure to tie down last set of castings to stern rail.
•Now that the frame is assembled, you can install the cover.
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Installing the cover
•With the mast in, lay the cover on the ridge with the section marked bow
just in front of the mast and the section marked aft or stern just behind the
mast (see fig.8). Make sure the arrows marked on the covers point

correctly AND you are looking down at them.

(note: the arrows get
flipped facing the wrong way after you roll cover out, “Don’t let this confuse you” see
p.12 on rolling cover up in the spring).

•Now release ties off cover
bundles and unroll them a few
turns. Start the port and starboard
zippers at the mast, only zipper
them about a foot down. Tie
collar around mast, using the
collar with the tie attached to it as
the outer collar.
•Roll the covers all the way out
along the ridge.Tie the small
collars around the head stay and
back stay, now start your lacing.
Stop after you laced 2 or 3 sets of
grommets over the bow pulpit
and over the last set of castings.
Next zip up the rigging the rest of
the way down and tie your rigging
collars (see fig.10).

Rigging collars

Bow section

Fig.10

Stern section

•NOTE: Covers can be full when they
are new, depending on the size of your
boat. This is due to the add material
which allows for shrinkage.
Fig.8
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Cover installation cont.
If the boat is out of the water Finish lacing down
bow and stern. Then tie lines to cradle. (see fig.11) Your
cover is complete.
If your boat is in the water
Run the dock line and fenders though the
corresponding openings in cover. Then tie bowlines to
pairs of grommets along bottom of sidewall (see
fig.1). Loosely tie ends of lines to lifelines. Next lace
down bow and stern (a dingy is helpful). Finally, pull
up the slack on the lines that are tied to the lifelines,
Your cover is completed.
Note: If
you rolled
your cover
correctly
the
original
arrows
and name
should
appear on
top.
Fig.5c
Rolling up cover in the spring
Layout dry cover outside of cover face up. Fold one side into
center seam, then fold the other side into the center seam.
Doing three times each side. Now roll bow section towards the
mast, then roll stern section towards the mast. Tie each section.
With one piece cover, roll the two ends to the center. Tie the
section.(fig.5c) ( Also store cover in a dry place)
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Completed cover
•
•

Tie the sets of grommets to the cradle on an inward angle to a
sure the cover lays against the hull.
If the boat is on poppets, tie to each set of grommets on one side
wall and then and stretch across to the matching pair on opposite
side wall. With your center set of grommets tie down around the
(DO NOT TIE TO poppets.)
block under the keel and back up to the cover.

Tie downs

Fig.11
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For Mast Conversion only
(This page is only for systems that weren't originally purchased with the mast option)
To convert system you must first call for quote and obtain a mast dip for your framing system.

•
•

•

Start by installing frame from bow until the ridge crosses mast as shown in
diagram.
Center mast dip around mast and mark the ridge for the cuts by using the
center of the coupling at either end of the mast dip(see arrows on diagram).
Make two cuts in existing ridge and replace section with mast dip. If there are
any castings in the cut out section of the old ridge, transfer them to the
corresponding spot on the mast dip.

Center of Coupler

Tie downs

Fig.11
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Trouble shoot your installation
Problem

Things to check

Reasons

•Bull nose frame.
• ridge extends beyond bow rail to
far.

•First ridge section should be placed
so crutch tip over hangs the bow rail,
no more then crutch tip length.

•This will throw all your legs off
(forward).

•Stern lacing not coming together.
•Head stay and or back stays not
fitting.

•All legs on sailboats are outboard of
lifelines and set just inside of toe rail,
except last set which are usually
inboard stern rail.
•Move last set of legs forward a few
inches, you may have to side the
wood strips forward.

•This will raise the center ridge, in
turn pulling cover out of position in
the stern and rigging

•Cover loose in bow or and stern.

•Tie relief grommets on the bow side
wall hem together.
•Tie relief grommets under transom.
• Sidewall grommets should be tied
in Pairs.
•For mast out, added cover shrinkage
should be evenly distributed along
the length of the boat. (NOT
PULLED TO ONE END).

•This helps with added shrinkage in
the cover.

•Cover is baggy between
Frame uprights.

•Missing wood rafters both on the top
and leg corners.

•Wood pieces are very important to
the integrity of the frame.
•Hold legs upright and keep from
shifting.
•Keeps cover from pouching snow.

•Frame legs pop out.

•Not tie down on number one legs
and or last set of legs.

•Add tie down on first, middle, and
last casting sets to deck of boat. This
will secure frame to boat.

Cover rotten

Make sure cover is removed dry.
Clean bird droppings.
Check double digit in company logo
for age of cover.

Cover is old.
Cover stored Damp or in damp place.
Cover stored with bird droppings.
Store on pallet above floor.
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